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TUBLISS GEN 2 SYSTEM
Improved Traction - TUblissÒ secures the bead so securely that it allows a low tire pressure for
improved straight line traction without the risk of a pinch flat or tire bead slippage.  And because
you can have much lower tire pressures, traction is improved. 
Virtually Flat Proof - TUbliss® really is virtually flat proof when used with a tire sealant. Sealants
can't work on tubes where holes in the rubber stretch and tear. With TUbliss®, your sealant works
directly on the tire where it matters.
Weight Savings - TUbliss® also provides a weight savings of up to 3 pounds per wheel which
instantly translates into less rotating weight and increases acceleration.
Runs Cooler - Without the weight and friction of a conventional tube installed, tire temperatures
are greatly reduced. This also eliminates tire pressure increases during the course of a moto.
Rim Protection - TUbliss® protects the rim from dings and dents by holding the tire firmly and
making the sidewalls stay upright and absorb the full impact, unlike bending and deflection of
conventional tubes. 

DESCRIPTION                           PART #                                  

18" TUbliss system 178-1800
Tubliss 18" Replacement Tube 178-1801
Tubliss 18" Replacement Liner 178-1802

19" TUbliss system 178-1900
Tubliss 19" Replacement Tube 178-1901
Tubliss 19" Replacement Liner 178-1902
21" TUbliss system 178-2100
Tubliss 21" Replacement Tube 178-2101
Tubliss 21" Replacement Liner 178-2102

TUBLISS STEM SPACER
FRONT 178-3006 REAR 178-3006

TUBLISS RIM TAPE
FRONT 178-3001 REAR 178-3000

PUIG RIM TAPE 749-4312X

• 3M Fluorescent tape.

• 5 mm x 6 mm, enough to do one bike.

• KTM Orange

NITRO MOUSSE
NITROMOUSSE
NitroMousse combines a high concentration of nitrogen into an incredibly tough micro-matrix of proprietary
elastomers. This eliminates the dead feel and provides a much more lively, lighter and traction enhanced feel from the
very first ride, as they do not need a break in period. Additionally, our proprietary formula and manufacturing process
provides a mousse that will last up to twice as long at a much lower cost. Nitromousse provides a much more
progressive, predictable, and secure feel from the very first ride that will never leave you stuck with a flat!

• Nitromousse uses an incredibly tough micro-matrix of proprietary elastomers Increasing Durability, allowing Nitromousse to last up
to 2X longer than other mousses.

• Nitromousse contains a high concentration of Nitrogen which gives it a much Plusher, Pneumatic (air) feel, eliminating the dreaded
"Dead Feel".

• The Nitrogen formula gives the Nitromousse a Low Pressure Predictable ride, Resisting Impacts and increasing Bump Absorption.

• The Nitromousse compounds allow for a more Lively, Progressive ride eliminating Deflection and providing a Lighter feel in motion.

• Nitromousse does not need a Break In Period and has been designed and tested to Perform Consistently in Temperature ranges from 
30-100+ Degrees.

PART # MFG # DESCRIPTION

177-21220 NM21-220 Fits most tires sized: 80/100-21 & 90/90-21
177-21235 NM21-235 Fits most tires sized: 90/100-21
177-19255 NM19-255 Fits most tires sized: 100/90-19
177-19280 NM19-280 Fits most tires sized: 110/90-19 & 120/80-19
177-18270 NM18-270 Fits most tires sized: 100/100-18
177-18285 NM18-285 Fits most tires sized: 110/100-18
177-18305 NM18-305 Fits most tires sized: 120/100-18
177-18325 NM18-325 Fits most tires sized: 140/80-18
177-18345 NM18-345 Fits most tires sized: 140/100-18

177-LUBE NMLUBE Nitro Mousse Silcone Mtg Gel 85g tube $8.95-H
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